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5 European supercomputing centres are running the 
Fenix infrastructure within the ICEI project*
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* The ICEI (Interactive Computing E-Infrastructure for the Human Brain Project) project is funded by the European 

Commission under the Framework Partnership Agreement of the Human Brain Project (HBP) (SGA ICEI 800858). 



The Fenix infrastructure offers computing, cloud and storage resources

Which resources are available?
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https://fenix-ri.eu/infrastructure/resources/available-resources

Currently, 3 Fenix sites offer resources: CEA, CSCS and JSC;
resources at BSC and CINECA will become available early 2021

https://fenix-ri.eu/infrastructure/resources/available-resources


Fenix Virtual Machine (VM) Resources

User access to Fenix resources
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https://fenix-ri.eu/access

Fenix Scalable Computing Resources

Use case: Fenix Scalable
Computing Resources

https://fenix-ri.eu/access


■ Who can apply for using resources?
 European researchers (PIs, PhD students), usage of resources is free of charge

Resource allocation procedure – peer review process

■ How does the application process work?
1. Fill in template for proposals

-> describe research project + how resources will be used to achieve the goals

2. Technical + scientific review of proposals (excellence-based peer review procedure)

-> shortened procedure for small-scale projects: “Fast Track” (no scientific review)

3. Applicants receive notification of review results and access to resources is granted 
usually within 1-2 months (Fast Track: 2-3 weeks)

■ Questions and support: ICEI Project Management Office – ICEI PMO
 Point of contact for any questions about the available resources, the review process 

and allocation procedure: icei-coord@fz-juelich.de

 Support with the preparation of project proposals

■ Where to find the instructions and template for proposals?
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mailto:icei-coord@fz-juelich.de


Access for European researchers at large: via PRACE
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Access for European researchers at large: via PRACE

https://prace-ri.eu/hpc-access/collaborative-calls/
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https://prace-ri.eu/hpc-access/collaborative-calls/


Neuroscientists through HBP via HBP/ EBRAINS Call

Access for neuroscientists: via HBP/EBRAINS

HBP members and EBRAINS users: 
https://wiki.ebrains.eu/bin/view/Collabs/fenix-icei
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https://wiki.ebrains.eu/bin/view/Collabs/fenix-icei


Access for neuroscientists: via HBP/EBRAINS
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■ General hints for proposal preparation
 The length of the proposal is not prescribed but should be in a reasonable 

relation to the amount of required resources

 Provide just a few sentences per question when asking only for a few VMs

 Proposals requesting >5% of any of the available resources will undergo a scientific 
review -> provide details that are necessary for an (external) scientific reviewer to 
assess scientific excellence

 Proposals can be submitted at any time, i.e. you do not have to worry about 
hard deadlines

 The process is flexible and resources can be made available to a project before 
a final decision is made

 Do not hesitate to ask for support to prepare an application (icei-coord@fz-
juelich.de)

mailto:icei-coord@fz-juelich.de


Access for neuroscientists: via HBP/EBRAINS
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■ Details on scientific background and objectives of the project 
(section 3)
 What are possible advances when the project goals are reached?

 Level of detail depends on the type of project/amount of resources:

 If a relatively small amount of resources, e.g. for testing, is requested, only short 
description of project goals and summary of the impact of the project results on 
future research projects etc.

 If a larger amount of resources is requested (> 20000 node*hour), more detailed 
description on the methodology that will be used to achieve the scientific goal(s) 
(1-2 pages), also addressing novelty and impact of the project (European, 
international level)



Access for neuroscientists: via HBP/EBRAINS
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■ Technical details on the project (section 4.2)
 Why are the requested resources needed to achieve the (scientific) goals?

 What kind of jobs are planned (duration, number/type of nodes)?

 How much storage needs to be available to execute the jobs?

 Which software, EBRAINS/HBP platform tools and services are needed?

■ Technical information if software is currently used on a cluster/ 
supercomputer (section 4.3)
 YES/NO -> if YES, additional details on code optimization and job configuration  



Access for neuroscientists: via HBP/EBRAINS
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■ What is the plan for resource usage, how will you make sure 
that all resources are consumed by the end of the project and 
how is data transfer managed? (section 5)
 E.g. „The total duration of the project is planned to be x months; y tasks will 

be carried out as follows. Task 1: …; Task 2 …; The total time required for Tasks 
1 and 2 is around z months and will mostly involve using Interactive 
Computing resources; Task 3 …”



THANK YOU
icei-coord@fz-juelich.de 

@Fenix_RI_eu

fenix-ri.eu🌐

✉


